May 4, 2021

RE: Addendum #1 RFP 21-02 Authority Wide Security Services

Prepared by: Greater Dayton Premier Management (GDPM)

This Addendum modifies and shall become a part of the original Request for Proposal (RFP) and is hereby made part of the Bidding Documents for the referenced project.

All bidders shall indicate in their Quote that this Addendum has been received and considered in their proposal.

The Addendum items are intended to supplement, clarify or correct parts of the RFP package. Items in the addendum shall take precedence over items corrected and shall be of equal value with items supplemented or clarified. Any questions in reference to this addendum must be directed by e-mail to Procurement@gdpm.org.

Addendum

1. **Question:** Are the officers required to have First Aid/CPR and AED training and if so is the training cost billable to GDPM?
   
   **Response:** No. The officers will not be required to have First Aid and AED training. Therefore any training cost incurred by the awarded vendor is not billable to GDPM.

2. **Question:** Are radios required and if so are they billable to GDPM?
   
   **Response:** No. Radios are not required. The awarded vendor will use their own communication devices and the cost are not billable to GDPM.

3. **Question:** Is a guard tour system required and if so is it billable to GDPM?
   
   **Response:** No. The guard tour system is not required and any cost incurred by vendor for the aforementioned system is not billable to GDPM.
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